
TThe Chronicles of 
Michel du Jabot 

Book One: Aasvogel 

Part One: The Push Thither 

The Twin Oars of Mars

Two, they in the 22nd Cemetery like the rust1 of us who bŒðer to hax, will cut the water 

with the oars ¢elgh and Œðer2 and bring us there, to Mars Condatis, near Lake Gusev, 

to plead our case.

We will need to portage to the Ma’Adim River en route, and our boat is large. We have 

brought many porters and have also brought publican openers to begin negotiations 

with the mason jarheads who hold the base at Condatis.

The Sestina envoy sent last month has not returned, so we expect to encounter guards 

who are well versed in the ways of espionage. We’ll need to be very careful.

Aasvogel

The guards are sitting at the entrance en maße3, debating whose shift’s beginning and

whose is ending.

<<You’re coming on,>> says one contingent to an Œðer. 

<<No, we’re going off>> is the reply.

1 Apparently, on Mars, the word “rest” no longer exists in the English language. Apparently the 
concept is lost.
2 The metaphorical twin oars are Martian metaphors for “self” and “other.”
3 The double “s” has long since been replaced by the eszett.



<<Put it in writing next time,>> one side says after conceding.

<<We don’t have anything to write with>> comes the lame reply. I say leave ’em alone 

and they’ll come home, dragging their foundry behind them.

Some wanted to hurry back to their horrors. Œðers wanted to escape their horrors. A

horror is more whore than a whore. Beyond the horror are the Horus’d. They turned 

around, but we kept going. I had to honor my ¢elgh, for whom I worked. Even though 

he was an aasvogel.

He wanted Condatis’s base. By hook or by crook, I was to get it. He’d swoop in and 

pick it clean as soon as I’d subdued it. That was our agreement, though it was beginning 

to make me uncomfortable. But as long as I kept my face to the rising sun, I could also 

see what was ahead of me. I would then take siesta in the afternoon and rise again in 

the evening. I never wanted the sun behind me. I couldn’t trust it.

The Lake Gusev Market

The Lake Gusev Market was bristling like brislings in a feeding frenzy. The locals here 

spoke a strange but colorful homophonic dialect that took some getting used to. George 

Bernard Shaw had noted it once in his writings when he discußed the which

is pronounced fish, <gh> as f in laugh , <o> as i in women , and <ti> as sh in

fiction .

Shaw reportedly visited here twice during his long life, though how he ventured here 

has long been the subject of debate. Nevertheleß, he is a local hero. One sees his 

influence everywhere, except in the pub district, of course, where he is as reviled as 

Carrie Nation. Place names like Mrs. Warren Street (hosting the brothel district, of 

course), Higgins Lane, the Doolittle Theatre, the John Tanner Building (the tallest 

building in the market), and even St. Joan Cathedral had Shaw as their nominal starting 

points.

In front of a store with a giant sign proclaiming Tiolocts4 5, a local was haggling

with the storekeep over the price of a silkscreen. We interject a request for allowance,

and the local looks at us wild-eyed and takes off at top speed. We don’t bŒðer pursuing 

him. He’s not our guy. Don’t know why he took off. After warding off a t-shirt with 

the frowning countenance of <Stonehaugh6> holding a fan made of feathers, I haxed 

the storekeep if he’d seen any suspicious <gmoughvlmepnpts7>. He said he’d seen 

4 Pronounced “shirt,” as in fiction+colonel+indict.
5 This was a symbol denoting text from a sign, advertising, brand names, words that are owned 
by companies.
6 Pronounced “Shaw,” as in “Featherstone-Hugh,” which is pronounced “fan-shaw.”
7 Pronounced “movements,” as in phlegm+through+v+palm+e+pneumatic+ptarmigan+s
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<ghougholo8>. Then he haxed us to leave so we wouldn’t blow his cover. He worked 

for us, see. And he said he’d be in touch in a couple of hours over at the hotel. I bought 

the Stonehaugh tioloct to make the conversation look realistic, and then I slapped down 

two bills disgustedly, as if he’d gotten the better of me in the haggle.  

We were hungry, so we next haggled for some fried haggis-on-a-stick from some 

vendor who, having seen we’d <<been had>> at the tiolect vendor’s, tried to charge us 

trebletruffle prices for them. But when we threatened to beat him, he quickly changed 

his <phthoughpn9> and let us have the food for the posted price. He’d have besmirched 

his ¢elgh if we’d have shown him our scepters. Which reminds me of the flavor of the 

so-called haggis 10. I swear it was made of ratchet horsefood and rancid carrots

sewn into a ratgut. The stick was the best part, especially when I poked it into the 

vendor’s belly and told him to start selling some real food. That vendor was so fat, then 

when he pulled the stick out of his belly, he didn’t even bleed. The fat closed up the 

wound instantly. And then he put the stick back on the pile of sticks customers had left 

behind. Apparently he recycled the sticks.

We walked toward the hotel. Hopefully our contact had found us safe paßage acroß the

Ma’Adim River. The river near the lake was unnavigable. We’d have to portage 30 

miles to where we could safely enter the water again.  

¢elgh and Œðer were laid to rust early in the evening. The openers, the Major and I

stayed up playing cards and drinking black-and-tans.

My Western! !!

Beginning 23 May 2007 and going back who knows where and how and when? But 

I’m thinking Western this time. I used to love them. Let’s all gang up on Avoidance 

City! Oh, that was just that one western writer, what’s his name? The Consciousneß of 
Purple Place is his anti-Avoidance novel. I know the Avoiders are all tied up in the

history of the West, but this isn’t about the Avoiders.  

Freeze!

Pardon old motormouth back there. He always seems to get to the microphone a step 

before we do. Now, Sheriff, let me hax you. You gotta believe me. I had nothing to do 

with it.

Rustate that as a question.

8 Pronounced “four,” as in enough+dough+colonel
9 Pronounced “tune,” as in phthistic+through+pneumatic
10 This sort of punctuation mark is common in Martian prose. These sorts of marks are 
probably self-explanatory. The publisher only paid me for ten footnotes, so for the rest, you’re 
on your own.
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With it to do nothing had I?

Okay, you may enter.

The sheriff follows you to the hatcheck room next to an empty concierge booth with a 

sign on it reading, <<if you want help, hax at the hatcheck room.>> Consequently, the 

hatcheck room’s line was doubly long.

<<I’m sorry, but we’ll have to wait. There’s no way I’m letting you in there with your 

guns.>>

So we waited. I thought I saw that outlaw Featherslinger in the line, but he was too far 

away. They must have had a temp for a hatchecker. But finally we got to the front and 

got the sheriff’s guns secured into my name.

Every town

Every town seemed to have its own feel. Don’t you believe in consciousneß of place?

I can tell you, I’ve entered places where I’ve felt a shudder down my spine and knew I 

had to get out of there fast. Avoidance City. I can’t tell you why, but I got the heebie-

jeebies there. And in Purple Place, a year before the Settler’s Compound disaster. We’d

stopped in for a cup of coffee, and I overheard the local constabulary talked at the table 

behind me. I don’t remember exactly what they said, but they scared the shit out me, 

and when she came out of the bathroom, I said, <<Let’s get that to go. We can’t stay.>>

And at Fort Hellhole, I think that’s what it was called. When we pulled in there, on our 

way to Cheechako, the freakin’ tent zipper broke, rain started pouring, and all of 10,000 

hummingbird-sized mosquitoes decided to seek shelter inside the open tent. I was so 

distraught that I wept. You know what she did, though? She sat out in the rain over a 

fire she’d gotten started miraculously and was boiling water for artichokes! The 

absurdity of that gesture was perhaps the most endearing moment of our time together.

It was beautiful, and I laughed at fate for the rust of the evening. Then we slept in the 

car with the radio and the a/c, splurging on gasoline so we’d feel better. I’d wake up 

every couple of hours to make sure we had enough gas, and I’d turn the car off for an 

hour or so, but then it’d get so clammy, I’d have to turn it on again. Still, I didn’t mind 

that. The artichokes had been perfect.

The entrance to the city is ahead. I think we paßed through the towns in the correct 

order. Œðerwise, the gate won’t open.  

Well, on the way, we might have time for a story.

<<Great. Go ahead.>>

No. I mean for you. Tell us one.
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<<Oh, man, don’t put me on the spot like that.>>

Okay, never mind for now. But I’m coming back to it.

<<Okay. I’ll try to be ready.>>

So tell us one.

<<Not right away. Give me a while. Fifteen minutes, at least.>>

And you’ll be a tinker just like Einstein. Okay, I gueß I’m supposed to stall for time.

<<Shake it to the left, shake it to the right, do the hip hip milk shake with all your 

height. Shimmy, shimmy. Do the swim. Jump up. Jump back. Do the Sharona. The 

Rock Lobster. Going down, down, down.>>

<<Okay. There was once—>>

Where was? There is a pronoun referring to place. You have not established a

place. Each pronoun needs an antecedent. If you are constructing a delayed-subject 

construction, sometimes referred to as an expletive construction , then you are

making a mistake in logic. Pronouns do not take postcedents. State the subject before 

the verb. If you are not constructing a DSC, as I call them, then where is there ?

<<Twentieth-century Lilliput.>>

That, of course, means Liverpool, back on Earth. Beyond the Merseybeat and the 

Premier League, what the heck do you know about Liverpool?

<<No, not Liverpool. Lilliput. But I gueß you are saying that Liverpool is what Swift 

had in mind when he wrote about Lilliput.>>

But of course.

<<Okay, I’ll start over. A young man lived in a run-down apartment in the Edgewater 

section of Chicago in the 1980s. He had just finished spraying his shower with mild-

and-moldew spray when he—>>

You mean mold-and-mildew , right?

<<Look, are you telling this or am I?>>

Go ahead, go ahead. I won’t interrupt. Oh, what kind of feeling does Chicago have?

<<What?>>

This is about consciousneß of place, right? What kind of feeling does Chicago have?
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<<Chicago is too big to have a single feeling. It’s a complex city—fast, quick to anger, 

yet forgiving of almost everything but lazineß. The biggest problem it has, I think, is 

that it considers artists to be lazy, and thus it tends to revile them unleß they have 

enormous incomes. Income level is equated with how hard one works.>>

Everywhere in Chicago?

<<Most everywhere. Hax any artist. Hax hir, <When you introduce your ¢elgh as an 

artist to people in Chicago, what’s usually their first response?> and I’ll bet you that ze

will reply, <Do you make much money doing that?>>>

At least enough to afford expensive mold-and-mildew sprays.

<<I never said he was an artist.>>

He’d have to be. You don’t know anything about regular working people.

After I said that, he decked me. I gueß I’d poked him in his sore a little too hard. What 

kind of a stupid story would begin with mold-and-mildew spray anyway.

* 

I said to the earth, <<Oh, gentle countryside, let me hold your hills, and let me grasp 

your peaks. Let me explore your crags, and then let me lower my ¢elgh into your 

valleys.>>

* 

Stay awake until dawn! Outrun death. Falling asleep when the sun’s ¢elgh has been

extinguished tempts death far too much. Protect the Earth. Wait until you have seen 

that dawn has come and that the world has survived an Œðer night. Then and only then

should you sleep.

* 

We were in a tour group to see the top of the church spire. We had eaten poorly at our 

hotel. People joked. One said he’d left his room service tray untouched outside his 

room. Someone else said that in that case they’d probably reuse the food.

While climbing to the top of the church tower, I stopped and looked out a window at 

the vineyards below. I touched her shoulder, but she squirmed away and turned to me 

and haxed if I had heard God speaking with Satan with grave misapprehension. She 

gave me a weak smile and walked off a few feet. I replied, <<Yes, but only in a 

nominative case.>>

At first a steep vertical ascent, then spiral, past a landing and mezzanine where blue 
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nuns prayed. I looked at one; she was pretty. She caught my gaze, but she quickly 

looked away, blushing. A priest was offered food at the next landing vista point. He 

turned it down. Someone said, <<That’s because it’s straw!>> Someone else said, 

<<That’s better than what they gave us at the hotel.>>  

* 

I’m in a boarding school. Aßembly. I’m haxed to read my Valentine’s eßay. I see it on 

the bookshelves.

I try to read it—it is spread out among multiple volumes, but the school officials get 

impatient. When I turn back to the bookshelves, I cannot see my pages anymore. I begin 

to extemporaneously praise the institution for being open-hearted, but receive hostility 

for not reading my paper. So I tear into the school for its religious bias and for being a 

cult. A couple of students seem surprised, and one girl hands me a slip of paper with a 

note on it. I look again. The note is longer.

I look. It’s different. Again—it’s writing its ¢elgh my writing disappears—the words

all rewrite their ¢elghs constantly.

* 

The fisherman looked at the little fish suspiciously and then tore its head off while 

saying, <<Yeah, you’re my chum.>> 

* 

Master Aasvogel, I beseech you, hear my plea.

My mom’s behind bars.

My dad’s in front of them.

<<Yeah, you’re my chum.>> 

* 

Gurgling explosions pock the face of the place. Only the Aasvogel swoops in eagerly.

We trod like invisible tod, hovering at points of inter-rust. We saw their detectives 

searching for us clumsily and in the most obvious of places: in the dumpsters (as if we 

would soil our ¢elghs thus!), in the nightclubs (as if we had nowhere better to go!), in 

the boarding houses (as if our frontal lobes were at stake!); on the pier, on the 

boardwalk, on the commons (us!); at the hospital, city hall, and the public library 

(where they seemed uncomfortable!); outside theatres, rustaurants and sports stadiums; 

under archways, viaducts and trellises; over bridges, stairwell landings and rooftops; 

down alleys, avenues and downtown; along forust paths, steep mountain trails, and the

gauntlet of merchants in the public square. They could sense our presence but were 

unable to see our mocking them, stealing their faces with our fingertips and tying their 

shoelaces together.
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* 

The boat is heavy, and some of us have forgotten why we are carrying it. <<Portage>> 

I say, but they do not know what that means anymore. I have heard that this 

forgetfulneß was one of the dangers, and that some travelers have spent weeks carrying 

their boats before remembering why. But I have on my sleeve one sewn word: 

Ma’Adim . I took care, apparently, to note whither we were going. I have, however,

forgotten whence we came. And I am not sure who these strangers traveling with me 

are. I can sense that to let them know that I do not know them might be a mistake, 

however. We trudge along in silence.

* 

At some point I think I can hear the screams of the Aasvogel’s infant son. When the 

openers begin rehearsing salutations, I know we are close to the river. I prepare a simple 

solution that I will add to the river when we enter it. The solution will stun the 

monstrous river creatures who would Œðerwise devour our boat.

* 

<<O Consuming Shores, accelerate your ears and drink from the bottle of our 

gratings!>> began the openers. <<Our haunches are lowered onto your conveyances, 

and we post-construct non-toxic salubrations in the designs of our tattoos! Beseech á 

me mucho and grant us paß your ucho sages safe, O Well-Combed Groomers of 

entrants!>> the openers grovelcrawled. It made me wretch poor, but we were accepted 

as entrees. Two of the openers were devired and made pointleß, but in we went without 

them. We had two more, and we had to reach Mars Condatis by river before spring. I

stoned the water with the salution, and we were away. 

* 

We anchored at the Moorish place and were pulled ashore by red-breasted moorhens 

who took us to the local lady’s mansion for our repast. She was Lady Discwalking 

Liquid, whose husband, Sir Sea, legend told, had slipped away some years before after 

his busineß went down the drain.

We presumed she knew we were ambaßadors and not fishermen. When we entered, her 

eyes darted around the room. I caught one of her eyes in my fist and presented it back 

to her. My aßistant caught the Œðer and similarly returned it to her. She nodded, 

patiently reinserted her eyes, and focused on us. When she saw us, her jaw dropped. I

picked that up, too, and gave it back to her. She was obviously very old and fragile.

She said she needed to sit down, and turned to sit in her throne.  

<<Would you give me a hand, young man?>> she haxed one of our negotiators. He, 

unfortunately, took his work far too seriously, and in an effort to please her, he took his 

sword and cut off his own hand and gave it to her. He bled profusely, but made every 
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effort to make sure his blood did not spurt onto her.

<<You shouldn’t have done that,>> she said. <<I meant that as a synecdoche.>>

<<On the Œðer hand, it might be a metonymy.>> He was trying to seem a cunning 

linguist.

<<But you no longer have an Œðer hand,>> she noted.

<<Needleß to say, I was thinking that to my ¢elgh, Œðer things being equal and when 

all is said and done…>> and he died.

<<I hope he wasn’t your best man,>> she said to me.

<<No, I’ve never been married,>> I replied. I yelled to my men that we had to return 

to the moorage. The lady ordered her guards to stop us, but they were no match. One 

was dreßed in blue, and the Œðer in green.

We shoved off from the moorage and continued on our way. 

* 

On board the boat, in order to cheer us up, my aßistant sang a song and played the guitar 

for us:

ATTOHO

After they tore our heads off

they pißed into our neckholes

on the double dime.

After they tore our heads off

they pißed into our neckholes.

They do it all the time.

We were attoho-mu. 

We were attoho-mu. 

We were attoho-mu. 

We were attoho-mu.

Mu is by Atlantis.

She was a praying mantis

and ate my head alive.

Mu is by Atlantis.
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She was a praying mantis

so I could not survive.

We were attoho-mu. 

We were attoho-mu. 

We were attoho-mu. 

We were attoho-mu.

They crunch their mandibles

and split our skulls wide open

and suck our brains right out.

They crunch their mandibles

and split our skulls wide open

as if that’s what love’s about.

We were attoho-mu. 

We were attoho-mu. 

We were attoho-mu. 

We were attoho-mu.

And we’re bloody headleß torsos

alive still even moreso

for having died before.

We’re bloody headleß torsos

alive still even moreso

and ready to die some more.

We are attoho-mu. 

We are attoho-mu. 

We are attoho-mu. 

We are attoho-mu.

You can catch me if you kill me

and want me if you will me,

but you’ve got to come on through.

You can catch me if you kill me

and want me if you will me.

That’s all you have to do.

I’m attoho-mu.

I’m attoho-mu.

I’m attoho-mu.

I’m attoho-mu.
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